Aclce$sories
Sink Busbes

'We

offer both Continuous and
Batch Feed sink bushes in a brass
or gold P\rD finish to match
various tap finishes. For thicker
sinks the extended sink bushes
will accommodate up to a69mm
sink.
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Air Susitebes
The air switch is designed to fit
into a sink or the worktop close to
the sink for convenience.The air
switch is non-electric so it is
usable even with wet hands. One
push operates the disposer a
second switches the unit off.

Elisposer Care
The powerful blue foaming action
scrubs food, grease and odours,
cleaning your waste disposer and
drain,leaving a pleasant lemon fresh
scent.
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Max Recommended Replacement Guide
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For more information visit us at
www. max-appliances.co. uk
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W'e reserye the right to change specifications and conditions without notice.

IT,IAX APPLIANCESLIMITED
Kingfisher House,Wheel Park, Westfield TN35 4SE
Telephone: 01424 75 1666. Facsimile: 01424 I 5 1444
Email: sales@max-appliances.co.uk
Web: www.max-appliances.co.uk
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dy carries out rigorous o,n-going testing of both
the product and our production methods.

Magnitube - Our'patent applied for' continuous feed control
system (4000 and 50OO)which provides the safest continuous
use by restricting the feed aperture when in operation.
Magnitop plug - Fitted as standard to our 5000 and 3000
models for batch feed operation.There are no direct electrical
contacts so they are both safe to use with wet hands.
'We now supply our'Magnitube'with the
50OOso it can be
used as batch feed or continuous feed.The Maxmatic 4000 now
also comes with'Magnitube'so there is no need for a wall switch
The more expensive units, say the 5000, have larger motors with
high torque staft and a cast chrome iron grinding system.They
can handle harder waste like fruit stones and small bones.

Batch feed - (trffi#ffi
5000 and 3000) -'Waste is placed
in the unit and then a plug seals the unit off (allowing water to
enter).With the tap on, the plug is turned to activate the unit and
dispose of the waste.This is the quietest and safest type of
disposer. By activating the unit from the sink plug supplied, there
is no need for a wall switch, so installation is much quicker and
therefore cheaper.
2000, 1500, 1000, Micro
continuous feed - (ffi#ffififfiffi
and Maximizer) - The unit is started with either a switch on your
wall or an ait switch, with the tap on, waste is then fecl into the
unit. A good option if you have larger quantities of waste to
dispose of.
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waste disposal units have been used in
homes wodd-wide for the p^* 4A years and have been
'.
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developed to meet the most up-to-date safety 4nd qu4lity .i.:i,..i
'r
standards.
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The ffiffi|iffi
range includes Batch and Continuous
feed models and the first combined Batch and Continuous"'
feed model.All ttfiffiffi
units have either a grinding or
, ., . ,. ,
j.i:,.,shredding cutter. No sharp knives! The de-luxe (400O &
grinding
cast
models
have
our
commercial
syStem
5000)
manufactured from 18% Chrome lron, an extremely tough
and durable'rnaterial. Making them capable of grinding the
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De-Luxe Range
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Processing food waste through your
a pulp that mixes with the other solids in your
A! t]rg,,.exisji$&.tf"gatment works aeration and ot
are used to safely produce
can be used as a fertilizer.
$ffiffitr
enyifonment

a more

recyclable

by-product

disposal unit can help to protect our
a greener option to the'Not
by providing

that

So

Friendly' alternatives:
Landfill
inc.rea_qesBiological Oxygen Demand (BOD) which
by starving oxygen cXn devastate local waterways and ecologies.
Biological waste decomposition in landfill can produce Methane a greenhouse gas that can also damage the ozone layer - and acid
leachate that can contaminate the soil and groundwater (this is
I
more damaging than raw domestic sewage).
arerplanned to help meet the government's
Incineratofs
commitment to reduce landfill. Construction on green field sites
will increase healy traffic in local communities and it is unclear
how the emissions will affect our health and the environment.
at home cannot be attempted by everyone,
Composting
proper management l,s required to avoid health hazards and similar
problems associated with tandfill.As it can only be used for true
green material it leaves behind any'animal based'or other food
waste such as pasta and rice to be disposed of by one of the other
methods.

Pig Swill and othbr methods of returning untreated waste to
the food cycle have had devastatingconsequencesin recent years.
The outbreaks of Foot and Mouth, BSEand Swine Fever have been
linked to untreated food waste being fed to animals.

